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	The Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 suite contains several features that support the needs of developers, testers, managers, and architects to simplify the development process. Visual Studio provides different editions of the products such as Professional, Premium, and Ultimate with different sets of tools. Visual Studio 2010 is tightly integrated with Team Foundation Server 2010, which is the central repository system that provides version control, process guidance and templates, automated build, automated test, bug tracking, work item tracking, reporting, and supporting of the Lab Center and Test Center.


	This book helps developers to get familiarized with the Visual Studio tools and techniques to create automated unit tests, using automated user interface testing, code analysis, and profiling to find out the performance and quality of the code. Testers benefit from learning more about the usage of Test Center and Lab Center, which are very new tools in Visual Studio 2010. This books also covers different types of testing such as Web Performance Test, Load Test, Executing the Manual Test cases, and recording the user actions, rerunning the tests using the recording, Test case execution, and capturing the defects and integrating the requirements, test cases, test results, and defects together is also covered in detail. Testers also get a high level overview on using Lab Center for creating virtual environments for testing multiple users and multiple location scenarios.


	Visual Studio provides user interface tools such as Test List Editor, Test View, Test Results, Test Configuration user interfaces, Test Center, and Lab Center to easily manage and maintain multiple test cases, and Test Results in integration with Team Foundation Server. This book provides detailed information on all of the tools used for testing the application during the development and testing phase of the project life cycle.
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Data Mining Tools for Malware DetectionAuerbach Publications, 2011

	
		Although the use of data mining for security and malware detection is quickly on the rise, most books on the subject provide high-level theoretical discussions to the near exclusion of the practical aspects. Breaking the mold, Data Mining Tools for Malware Detection provides a step-by-step breakdown of how to develop...
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The H.264 Advanced Video Compression StandardJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	H.264 Advanced Video Coding or MPEG-4 Part 10 is fundamental to a growing range of markets such as high definition broadcasting, internet video sharing, mobile video and digital surveillance. This book reflects the growing importance and implementation of H.264 video technology. Offering a detailed overview of the system, it explains the...
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Hybrid Vehicles: and the Future of Personal TransportationCRC Press, 2008
Uncover the Technology behind Hybrids and Make an Intelligent Decision When Purchasing Your Next Vehicle
With one billion cars expected to be on the roads of the world in the near future, the potential for war over oil and the negative environmental effects of emissions will be greater than ever before. Now is the time...
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High Performance Switches and RoutersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn to Design High Performance Switches and Routers for Today's Ever Growing Internet Traffic   

   As Internet traffic continues to grow, and demands for quality of service become more stringent, researchers and engineers can turn to High Performance Switches and Routers for tested and proven solutions. This...
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1001 Ways to Stay Young NaturallyDK Adult, 2007

	We are the generations who are determined to stay young forever. Whether you were part of the youth movements that created Woodstock and the Glastonbury festival, punk rock and rave culture, hip hop and the first and second summers of love or are simply facing up to your first gray hairs and wondering how to live a greener life, you probably...
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Good Thinking: Why Flawed Logic Puts Us All at Risk and How Critical Thinking Can Save the WorldThe Experiment, 2021

	Good Thinking is our best defense against anti-vaccine paranoia, climate denial, and other dire threats of today

	

	Publisher’s Note: Good Thinking was previously published in the UK as The Irrational Ape.

	

	In our ever-more-polarized society, there’s at least one thing we...
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